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How Does Sleep Affect Your Heart Health? | Features | CDC
Associations between sleep and death or cardiovascular and
other diseases a major cardiovascular problem such as a heart
attack or stroke.
Sleep | Heart and Stroke Foundation
“Poor sleep is associated with cardiovascular diseases such as
ischaemic heart disease and stroke but the kind of sleep
disturbances that are.
How Does Sleep Affect Your Heart Health? | Features | CDC
Associations between sleep and death or cardiovascular and
other diseases a major cardiovascular problem such as a heart
attack or stroke.

Sleep problems may increase the risk of heart attack and
stroke - Harvard Health
The American Heart Association explains that sleep apnea
prevents restful sleep is associated with high blood pressure,
arrhythmia, stroke and heart failure.
Poor sleep is associated with ischemic heart disease and
stroke -- ScienceDaily
What sleep conditions can hurt my heart health? the risk for
many health problems, including high blood pressure, heart
attack, and stroke.
Poor sleep is associated with ischemic heart disease and
stroke
Stroke or heart disease susceptibility is dependant on how
much you sleep you get, a new study has suggested.
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Sleep Heart Health Study. However, too little Sleep could be
an underlying contributor to death and cases of cardiovascular
disease, and too much sleep may indicate underlying conditions
that increase risk. Start .
Asmanyasoneintwoadultsexperiencesshort-terminsomniaatsomepoint,an
Long-term cardiovascular outcomes in men with obstructive
sleep apnoea-hypopnoea with or without treatment with
continuous positive airway pressure: an observational study.
Moderate-to-severe OSA is significantly associated with
prevalent and incident hypertension in a severity-dependent
manner [ 90 Stroke and Cardiovascular Disease, 91 ], and is
highly prevalent in patients with resistant hypertension [ 92
]. CancelContinue.Whether sleep apnea actually causes heart
disease is still unclear, but we do know that if you have
sleep apnea today, the chance that you will develop
hypertension in the future increases significantly. Talk with
your healthcare team Sleep You continue to have trouble
sleeping You are very sleepy in the day or if you have trouble
concentrating on things you have to Stroke and Cardiovascular
Disease You snore or if your partner notices that you stop

breathing during the night Sleep apnea You have trouble doing
things where you need to concentrate or pay attention, like
driving Your legs are uncomfortable or twitching and keep you
from sleeping.
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